Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 1

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. enjoyable
2. a path to run on
3. a pile held together
4. It grows on a bird.
5. to break to bits by pressing
6. group
7. humorous
8. a religious song
9. inhaled air
10. power
11. huge
12. Exercise is good for both ___ and mental health.
14. vow
16. money saved for a certain purpose
17. a section of a city
18. to give instructions
19. opposite of generous
20. peak
23. pain or anxiety
24. very fast
25. in a panic
26. a place to hang coats
27. unusual
28. rain and wind, for example

Down
2. a path to run on
3. It is caused by rubbing skin.
4. It grows on a bird.
6. group
7. humorous
10. power
11. huge
13. insist
15. teach
17. a section of a city
18. to give instructions
19. a tool for digging
21. hold tightly
22. opposite of hollow
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